Hi All,

Re: Scope Of Practice.

The proposed SOP changes are just a small taste of each and every movement of the Dental Board.

Their function is to crush and own - they exhibit not one speck of true care for people.

They with (AHPRA) are moulding medicine for corporate greed.

True medicine, in which quality of care (the love in the care) is the essential ingredient, is what they ultimately aim to destroy, and a necessary ingredient is to destroy the care givers to achieve their plan.

Sounds too conspiratorial I known - but watch and read, it is exactly what they do in their every move, consciously or unconsciously.

So, does the ADA and its members want to truly address what is going on? Or is it and its members comfortable in just making a little noise to protect some turf?

Much greater games are at play, The Dental Board and AHPRA are formidable beasts indeed, and we are feeding them.

Great that the ADA are beginning to see more and act, but much, much greater is needed to slay the beast.

Until the Dental Board and AHPRA move with the loving quality that is true medicine, it will continue to seek to crush true medicine and all her serve it, practitioners and patients alike.

This is the beast.

Warm regards,

Kevin Doyle